Calibration error is commonly adopted for evaluating the quality of uncertainty estimators in deep neural networks. In this paper, we argue that such a metric is highly beneficial for training predictive models, even when we do not explicitly measure the uncertainties. This is conceptually similar to heteroscedastic neural networks that produce variance estimates for each prediction, with the key difference that we do not place a Gaussian prior on the predictions. We propose a novel algorithm that performs simultaneous interval estimation for different calibration levels and effectively leverages the intervals to refine the mean estimates. Our results show that, our approach is consistently superior to existing regularization strategies in deep regression models. Finally, we propose to augment partial dependence plots, a model-agnostic interpretability tool, with expected prediction intervals to reveal interesting dependencies between data and the target.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) techniques, such as deep neural networks, have led to incredible advances in a wide variety of applications. As the complexity of ML techniques increases, the black-box nature of these data-centric approaches has become a critical bottleneck. The inability to obtain a holistic understanding of strengths and weaknesses of models makes it challenging to deploy such models in the real-world. For example, a classifier model can often produce highly concentrated softmax probabilities -suggesting a reliable class assignment -even for out-of-distribution test samples. The intricate interactions between data sampling, model selection and the inherent randomness in complex systems strongly emphasize the need for a rigorous characterization of ML algorithms [1] . In conventional statistics, uncertainty quantification (UQ) provides this characterization by measuring how accurately a model reflects the physical reality and by studying the impact of different error sources on the prediction [2] . Consequently, several recent efforts have proposed This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.
to utilize prediction uncertainties in deep models to shed light onto when and how much to trust the predictions [3, 4, 5, 6] . These uncertainty estimates can also be used for enabling safe ML practice, e.g., identifying out-of-distribution samples, detecting anomalies/outliers, delegating high-risk predictions to experts, defending against adversarial attacks etc.
Existing deep uncertainty estimation methods [7, 8, 9, 10] attempt to accumulate uncertainties that might arise from modeling and data statistics [11] . By incorporating uncertainties into training, we expect the predictive models to generalize better. It is typical to evaluate these uncertainties by constructing prediction intervals and evaluating their calibration: An interval is well calibrated if the likelihood of the true target falling in the interval is consistent with the confidence level of the interval. Many approaches place specific statistical priors on predictions or on hidden units in a network, and perform parameter inferencing. While this assumption has enabled tractable inference, it is often found that the resulting intervals are not inherently well calibrated [12] .
Proposed Work: In this paper, we explore the use of calibration as a learning objective while building deep models for regression tasks. More specifically, we adopt a black-box approach, wherein we do not explicitly measure the uncertainties, but directly construct prediction intervals with the objective of minimizing calibration error. Our approach performs alternating optimization between a mean estimator network, and an interval estimator that simultaneously estimates intervals for multiple calibration levels. Surprisingly, we find that calibration is an effective objective for producing mean estimators that are highly accurate, which we demonstrate using empirical studies. More importantly, though our approach is black-box in nature and does not utilize tractable priors [1] , it still produces prediction intervals that achieve significantly lower calibration error, when compared to existing methods. Finally, we propose to augment partial dependence plots [13] , which are routinely used to study marginal dependence in regression models, with prediction intervals.
LEARN-BY-CALIBRATING
We begin by motivating the use of calibration as a training objective in predictive models and subsequently describe an algorithm that relies on simultaneous prediction interval estimation for different calibration levels. The notion of calibration comes from the uncertainty quantification literature [2] . Since the focus of this paper is on regression tasks, we formally define calibration in that context. Let us assume that a model F that takes in x ∈ R d as input, produces the prediction for a target variable y ∈ R, along with an interval, i.e., [ŷ−δ,ŷ+δ], whereŷ is the mean estimate and 2×δ is the predicted interval width. Note, while the mean estimate is a random variable, an interval estimate is a random interval. While an interval does or does not contain a certain value, a random interval has a certain probability of containing a value. Sup-
, then the random interval is referred to as a 100 × α% confidence interval. The intervals produced by F are considered to be well calibrated if the probability of the true target falling in the interval matches the true empirical probability.
Though the idea of calibration has been widely adopted for evaluating the quality of uncertainty estimators in deep learning [1] , we argue that it is an effective choice for designing loss functions in deep regression. In general, the optimization objective for predictive modeling can be written as
where ρ denotes a loss function that measures the discrepancy between the true targets y and the predictions F(x), Θ are the model parameters and R is a suitable regularization. The loss function ρ is chosen based on assumptions on the structure of the residual y − F(x). For example, when the elements of the residual are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, it is useful to impose the 2 penalty. However, restricting F to produce only point estimates limits our ability in characterizing the confidence of F on its predictions. Consequently, in practice, it is often beneficial to consider prediction distributions or intervals in lieu of point estimates. For example, heteroscedastic neural networks (HNN) place a Gaussian prior on the prediction at each sample and optimize for Θ such that the (Gaussian) likelihood of the prediction distribution containing the true target is maximized. While identifying the uncertainty sources that the prediction intervals from a HNN actually capture is known to be challenging, the heteroscedastic regression objective is nevertheless a flexible loss function for learning. In this spirit, we propose to utilize calibration as a training objective in deep regression models, wherein no specific prior assumptions (e.g. Gaussianity) are required on the predictions or the residuals.
ALGORITHM
We now outline the algorithm for calibration-driven learning in regression. In our formulation, we consider a model F :
x → y with parameters Θ to produce a mean estimateŷ, and Algorithm 1: Learn-by-Calibrating 
Since we do not assume the predictions to follow a Gaussian distribution, the widths corresponding to each empirical calibration level α cannot be implicitly evaluated. Hence, we allow the width estimator G to simultaneously produce widths, δ α , for a predefined range of α's (example, [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]) in an attempt to obtain intervals for increasing levels of calibration.
Our algorithm employs an alternating optimization strategy that updates Θ and Φ with the goal of improving calibration for the chosen set of α's. In particular, we use an empirical calibration error metric for refining the model G:
Here A indicates the set of calibration levels that we want to simultaneously achieve using the corresponding width estimates δ α and N denotes the total number of samples. This metric measures the discrepancy between the true empirical probability and the likelihood of the true target falling in the interval. Note that the mean estimatesŷ i = F(x i ; Θ) are obtained using the current state of the parameters Θ. The last two terms are used as regularizers to penalize larger widths so that trivial solutions are avoided. The hyperparameters λ 1 and λ 2 are set to 0.1 in all our experiments. In practice, we find that such a simultaneous optimization is challenging and the loss function is biased towards larger values of α. Hence, Fig. 1 . Calibration plots for the proposed approach on different benchamark datasets. For comparison, we show the results from another black-box estimator, heteroscedastic neural networks.
in our algorithm, we randomly choose a level α from the set A in each iteration.
The key idea of the proposed approach is to leverage the estimated intervals to drive the update of the mean estimator. To this end, we propose to employ a hinge loss objective that attempts to adjust the mean estimate such that the observed likelihood of the target contained in the interval increases:
Here, δ α i is obtained using the current state of the estimator G for the α chosen during that iteration. The optional threshold τ is set to 0.05 in all our experiments. The weights w i = δ α i / j δ α j penalize samples with larger widths (less confident) while updating Θ. Intuitively, for a fixed interval, the improved mean estimate can potentially increase the calibration error by achieving a higher likelihood even for smaller α levels. However, in the subsequent step of updating Φ, we expect the widths to become sharper in order to reduce the calibration error. As a result, this collaborative optimization process leads to superior quality mean estimates and highly calibrated intervals. Though a rigorous analysis of the intervals remains to be done, the value of using calibration as a training objective is clearly evident in our experiments.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the proposed approach using benchmark regression tasks and compare its performance against existing baseline methods for deep predictive modeling. We consider 8 different datasets from the UCI repository [14] and use random 80-20 splits for training and testing respectively. We performed 5−fold cross validation and measured the average performance in all cases. All experiments were carried out using a neural network with 5 fully connected layers with ReLU non-linearity, and a final regression layer. Following standard practice we report the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the empirical calibration error (ECE) metrics for evaluation. For the ECE metric, we used the set A = [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]. We used the following hyper- parameters in our experiments: λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.1, T = 1000, learning rates of 5e − 5 and 1e − 4 for updating the parameters Θ and Φ respectively. For comparison, we considered the following baseline methods: (i) MC dropout [7] , (ii) concrete dropout [8] , (iii) Bayesian neural networks (BNN) [10] and (iv) heteroscedastic neural networks [1] . Note that, these approaches include the uncertainty estimation step as part of the training process and have varying degrees of impact on the behavior of the resulting mean and interval estimators.
As seen in Table 1 , the conventional dropout regularization produces high-fidelity predictors in terms of test RMSE, but produces unsatisfactory calibration error in many cases. In contrast, the Bayesian neural network method, which utilizes a variational inferencing approach for incorporating model uncertainties into the learning, produces consistently better calibration, while achieving larger RMSE. In comparison, concrete dropout and HNN demonstrate a better trade-off between the two metrics. The proposed approach improves significantly over the baselines, in terms of both the metrics, and clearly evidences the power of calibration as a learning objective. Though being a black-box interval estimation method (without any explicit uncertainty estimation step), similar to HNN, the proposed approach matches the empirical probabilities at different confidence levels (see calibration plots in Figure 1 ).
ANALYSIS
Gaining insights into a model's behavior is critical to its deployment and usage in the real-world. Consequently, it is common to utilize model-agnostic interpretation tools to explore the characteristics of a learned model. In regression models, the partial dependence plot (PDP) [13] is a widely adopted tool for studying the marginal effect of each (or two) feature on the predicted outcome of a model. PDP reveals the global relationship between the target and a feature, for example if it is linear or monotonic. Assuming x s to denote the feature for which the PDP is plotted, and x c to denote the other d − 1 features, such that x = [x s , x c ] the partial dependence function can be evaluated on the training data as:
F(x s , x c i ).
Here N t denotes the total number of training samples. In this formula, x c i corresponds to actual features from observed data, and the partial function P is evaluated for each value of x s . We propose to augment PD plots with expected intervals, in order to obtain a better understanding of the dependencies. For example in Figure 3 , we show the PDP for the Age and BMI variables on the insurance cost, wherein the dataset contains additional variables including age, gender and medical history. In the augmented PD plot for Age, we can observe from the mean prediction that the cost monotonically increases. Further, from the expected interval estimates, we see that, at lower Age values, say 20, the intervals are large enough to include the expected costs even at age 35. However, as the Age variable grows, the intervals are sharp indicating that predictions are highly sensitive in that regime. On the other hand, the BMI variable shows a clear split around the value 35, with minimal variations (less sensitive) within the two regions. Similarly, the PD plots for the 4 variables in the UCI power plant dataset [14] reveal that the Temperature parameter has a strong dependency (inverse) with the energy output, and is significantly more sensitive at lower values. On the other hand, though the other 3 parameters show no apparent relationship, the intervals for the PDP of Relative Humid-
